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Host Code Needed

by John Lanning

A recent faculty meeting of the University's Law Clinic has approved the following for the existence of a code of ethics within the legal profession. The code is designed to protect both the clients and the attorneys themselves. It is a statement that every attorney must sign.

The code is divided into four main sections:

A. Professional Conduct
B. Confidentiality
C. Dilemmas
D. Personal Conduct

The code is available for download on the University's website. It is a document that every attorney must read and sign.
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To the Editor:
I thought this recent case might be of interest to your conscientious students/readers.

Mark Heimsoth

Dear Mr. Heimsoth:
I thought I should invite your attention to the following initial
which I will send to the FORUM.
In the December
The initial mailing contained a list of the
and asked if the respondents
in that the
(who had
respondents
the survey and the FORUM.

John Johnson

State Court Clinic

by David Hettier

I am not happy with my own attitudes lately. I sense a creeping hostility toward the body of little irritations which I used to pass off as "the way it goes" but which now seem to be just plain unnecessary crapola. The malarious fingers and build. Offensive ran-
domness of the mind is the order of the day. Perhaps because of all that I am more aware of the omi-
nous approach of the kind ower of little injustices ignored or not forgotten. More about that, if my attitude doesn't change, next time Doo Doo.

Muri Flanagan's letter in the last issue reminded a lot of stu-
dents' interest in and displeasure with the inequities and inade-
quacies of the exam grading system.

I am becoming convinced, however, that the pow'rs that be either so totally insensitive or to uncon-
cerned with the need for changes in that system that we may as well be whistling in the wind. Once we are done with the table, what may be one my one great shot at radicalism--coming soon in a

ENTROPY

by Jill Olson and Dave Capp

Students have inspired about the grading policy. Admi-
rative Law last semester where points were added based on class participation and a feeling of misunderstanding of the current policy which requires a faculty mem-
ber to announce such a system before it is implemented. The Dean announced that the affected grades in this course will be changed to reflect the examina-
tion grade only.

Work continues in the search for the next dean and the faculty recently interviewed by stu-
dents. Judge Kimbrough, as the dean, faculty for the position. The response to Mr. Ehren was quite favorable by all concerned.

The Dean Search Committee and the faculty have recommended to Professor that the deanship be offered to Mr. Ehren. That ofer is currently being drafted and is in the process of being transmitted and the faculty are looking for a suitable time to announce it.

The clinic is a collaborative effort of faculty and students working together which is only as effective and meaningful as the participants make it. Students selected for clinic are expected to work hard, serve their clients well and participate in planning and operation of the pro-
gram. If you are interested, please contact the Clinic Director.

DTP Roasts Cromley

Delta Theta Phi has three events coming up that are of gen-
eral interest to the Law School community.

On Friday, February 10, there will be a faculty keg at the DTP house. Law faculty, law stu-
dents, and undergrads will mix it up for an evening. Admission is free and all are invited.

DTP will host and conduct a Celebrity Roast of Professor Cromley on Law Day, April 4th. Admission will be $2 per person and there will be advance sales. The proceeds from the roast and all mem-

gala affair will be held at Strong-
bow's and will include a cash bar. Again, all are invited.

DTP has also decided to extend cash through March 11 in order that more events and activities can be scheduled. All events will be an-
ounced as they are decided upon.

DTP phone: 462-6211
licensed bartender.
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Dave Myers’ Sport Shorts

Congratulations are in order to Coach Leo Lane and the men on BARD, also known in local circles as Costas, for their thrilling come-from-behind, overtime victory over the previously undefeated Weezman Lustre. Coach Thompson’s victory over the with or without their secret weapons, as suggested by the A.D. at school, rounds out the season in a marvelous manner.

BARD Bumps Hairy Hand

Aubad by only a bucket after the opening period, the BARD ran off ten unanswered points in the second quarter, hosted to a 49-24 victory over their classmates of the Hairy Hand. Paced by Big Geoff Wiggins, 13 points, and the pride of Boulder, Indiana’s southwest corner, Will Berning was held to a season low of 15 points.

The Derelicts had a hard time putting the ball in the basket, but none the less, the Derelicts lost to the BARD 56-20, meaning there will be no more basketball games in the 1960 season.

Law Shop Imprints

The Women’s Basketball squad, or the Weezman Ladies Law Review, will open their four game schedule on Wednesday, February 23 when they tangle with the Kappas. Coach Anne Bowman will lead the list of veterans among her ladies with Mary Kaye “Flying Squirrel” Flynn.

Although the squad is currently no complete, top prospects such as Maryann Costas, Mary Jo Martin “Cheerleader” Olson, Diane “Mama Spaghetti” Lienetti and rookies Beth “Bad News” Bush and Jumping Jan Terry. Coach Bowman, however, is still looking for recruits, especially since Mike Bush and Bob Bumper are out of town. Rounding out the lineup for the ladies will be returning juniors Angela on March 2, the Alphas on March 23, and the Betas on March 30.

Dull Nlos Cop a Pair

by Todd “Slick Pencil” Oyler

Those young dull Nlos Contenders turned their monotonous record to 6-1 with a stirring come from behind overtime victory on Thursday, February 3 over the underdog Derelicts.

Denny Logan who dropped in 16 and Hoffman 11, nine in the nearer to the basket than, say, first-half as 1-16 points without getting any was Denny Logan who dropped in over the Theta points-That’s man’s Hustlers ran up a 7-4-43 win.

The Hung Jury continued to roll during the past fortnight--posting victories over the SPAM and State College--but left the Hulk to boost their record to . 0.

Raequetball Tourney

The FORUM sports page is pleased to announce the first round pairing for the second annual Ken Anderson Memorial (I’ll kill myself if I don’t) 19. Nineteen of these30 couples will be chosen to form the bracket. If you have a couple of key Y-leaguers don’t play IM’s, the number one spot in the tournament can be yours. However, after checking theBracket, it appears that the poll is the choice of Kramer and Highway.

"Clamps" Boom Boom
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